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The thermal-hydraulic characteristics of a novel fin punched with curve trape-
zoidal vortex generators (CTVG) are investigated numerically. The effects of 
multi-parameters including the geometry of CTVG, the location of CTVG, and 
working condition on thermal performance are considered. On one hand, CTVG 
can availably lessen the size of tube wake zone, decrease the mechanical energy 
consumption and heighten the fin heat transfer ability in this area. On the other 
hand, the secondary flow strength is strengthened because the longitudinal vortices 
generated by CTVG, which efficiently enhances the heat transfer on the fin down-
stream CTVG. Close relationship exists between the volume-averaged secondary 
flow strength and the mean Nusselt number. For studied cases, the optimal circum-
ferential location angle of β = 90º is found, while the optimal radial location Dg is 
about 1.8 times the tube outside diameter. The smaller is the height or base length 
of CTVG, the better the thermal performance of the enhanced fin punched with 
CTVG. Better thermal performance is achieved as the fin spacing is about 0.24 
times the tube outside diameter. 
Key words: finned tube heat exchanger, heat transfer augmentation,  

CTVG, numerical simulation 

Introduction

Fin side heat transfer augmentation technology is the most efficient measure to better 
thermal performance of finned tube heat exchanger. Many studies have shown that the rea-
sonable organization of secondary flow generated by vortex generators (VG) can achieve a 
greater promotion of the heat transfer ability of the flow passage under the condition of small 
operating costs [1-3]. The application of VG is developed as an effective technique to control 
the secondary flow strength. Lots of work has been done in heightening the fin side heat transfer 
coefficient by using VG on fin surfaces [4-23]. For finned circular tube heat exchangers, the key 
point to improve the fin side thermal performance is to strengthen the local heat transfer ability 
and lessen the size of tube wake region, which are very closely dependent on the location and 
geometry parameters of VG. 

As for the delta-winglet VG, there are many factors which influence the thermo-hy-
draulic characteristics. Lei et al. [4] and Lemouedda et al. [5] explored geometry parametric 
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effects on fin side thermal performance including attack of angle, the aspect ratio of VG as well 
as tube arrangements. Chen et al. [6] applied winglet VG to oval tube bank fins, the function 
of VG in oval and flat tube bank fin is mainly to generate longitudinal vortices in comparison 
with the case of circular tube. Kim and Yang [7] studied rectangular channel with delta winglets 
on the lower surface, they found that in both common-flow down (CFD) and common-flow up 
(CFU) manners, the pair of vortices rotated in opposite directions, and the thermal performance 
for the case of CFD was better than that for CFU. Tiggelbeck et al. [8] had done the similar 
research on thermo-hydraulic performance for paralleled plates channel with punched delta 
winglets, and found that the performance of aligned delta winglet double rows was better than 
staggered one. Chen et al. [9] extended their work to multiple rows of in-line and staggered 
manners of VG manufactured in finned oval tube heat transfer elements. Unlike the staggered 
arrangement of VG in the study of Tiggelbeck et al. [8], the staggered VG in Chen’s study [9] 
was placed in zigzag way, the tips of VG in each column pointed to the adjacent oval tubes. 
Compared with in-line manner of VG, Chen et al. [9] found that the overall thermal perfor-
mance for staggered was superior to in-line arrangement. Wang [10] numerically studied the in-
fluences of six different arrangement of delta winglet VG, and found the optimal configuration 
is closely dependent on Re-values.

As for the rectangular VG, Naik and Tiwari [11] found that the location of VG is the 
dominant factor to affect the fin side thermal performance, and a superior heat transfer aug-
mentation can be gained by placing rectangular VG to the upstream of each tube. Sarangi et al. 
[12] studied the enhanced heat transfer of an exchanger containing five inline rows of tubes and 
parallel fins with rectangular VG. They reported that the number of VG and their positional pa-
rameters have major effects on thermal performance. Gorji et al. [13] investigated the influence 
of the longitudinal location of rectangular winglet pairs on thermal-hydraulic characteristics 
at different Reynolds number. Their results showed that both Nusselt number and f go up as a 
result of the vortices strength augmentation. Leu et al. [14] obtained the optimized span angle 
of VG in the finned tube heat exchanger with inclined block shape VG.

Many other types of VG are mentioned in many literatures [15-23]. Dupont et al. [15] 
used embossed-type VG to generate secondary flow, their experimental research showed that 
the smooth embossed-type VG could enhance heat transfer ability for plate-fin exchangers. An-
other fin punched with interrupted annular grooves around circular tubes was investigated nu-
merically in [16]. Recently, non-planar VG have been proposed by researchers. Gholami et al. 
[17] numerically studied the heat transfer augmentation performance by using wavy rectangular 
winglet VG. Zhou and Ye [18] used curve trapezoidal winglet type VG in rectangular cross-sec-
tion channel and compared its thermal performance with rectangular, delta and trapezoidal 
winglet VG. Their results revealed that curve trapezoidal winglet VG had better thermal perfor-
mance in fully turbulent zone. For practical engineering applications, a novel fin with curved 
winglet VG punched from and on the fin surface in the tube wake region is proposed [19-21]. 
Lin et al. [19, 20] and Gong et al. [21] performed the fin side thermal-hydraulic characteristics 
of a finned circular tube heat exchanger with curved delta-winglet and rectangular-winglet VG 
numerically, and their results indicated that this type of body fitted VG could play a favorable 
role in lessening the size of the tube wake. As expected, the enhancement of local heat transfer 
is dominated primarily by the geometry parameters of VG and their position [22, 23]. Although 
the wake reduction can be done by changing the tube shape [24], the feasibility and reliability 
to produce the heat exchanger using other shapes of tube is decreased greatly. 

From aforementioned brief review it is found that the different shape of VG can im-
prove heat transfer ability for some extent. Although different shapes of both plane and curve 
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VG used for improving the fin side thermo-hydraulic performance were widely investigated 
in many studies, there are few literatures to the fin with CTVG in the tube wake regions. For 
punched VG, they will cut the conduction paths in the fin along the circular tube radial direc-
tion, and the punched VG can enhance the heat transfer coefficient on the punched locations. 
Moreover, the punched VG will produce different vortex systems from the punched locations 
which may be related with the shape of VG. Thus, it is necessary to reveal the roles played by 
CTVG on thermo-hydraulic performance for continuation of our previous work topic. With the 
previous consideration, the thermal performance of the channel formed by four-row staggered 
tube bank fin punched with CTVG of multi-geometry parameter is numerically studied, and 
the parametric effects of CTVG under different flow conditions on Nusselt number and friction 
factor are considered to get their correlations.

Geometric description and mathematics formulation

Geometric description

Figure 1 is 3-D view of the finned staggered circular tube heat exchanger element with 
CTVG punched on the fins. In a real heat exchanger, as seen in fig. 2(a), circular holes and cir-
cular collars are stamped on the fin, by using expansion technology the tubes are contacted with 
a stack of parallel collared fins tightly, and the fin spacing is controlled by the circular flange. 
The CTVG pairs are stamped out at the rear region of each tube and are perpendicular to the fin 
having diameter of Dg around tube.

Figure 1. Finned circular tube exchanger  
with CTVG punched on fin surfaces

Figure 2. Fin geometry; (a) actual fin with  
CTVG and (b) geometrical parameters of CTVG

Figure 2(b) shows the position and geometry parameters of fin with CTVG. The pa-
rameters are indicated by the lateral tube distance, S1, the longitudinal tube distance, S2, the tube 
thickness, δt, the fin spacing, Tp, the fin thickness, δf, the tube inner diameter Di, the height of 
VG facing upstream, H1, the height of VG at the other end, H2, the base length of VG, L, the 
base arc diameter of VG, Dg, and the angle, β, used to indicate VG radial and circumferential 
range, respectively. The calculation parameters are: S1 = 25.3 mm, S2 = 22 mm, δf = 0.15 mm,  
D = 9.0 mm, H1 = 1.683 mm. Three different β = 90°, 95° and 100°, three different  
Dg = 1.35D, 1.55D, and 1.75D, three different L = 3.5H1, 4.0H1, and 4.5H1, three different  
H2 = 0.2H1, 0.5H1, and 0.8H1, and three different Tp = 0.211D, 0.239D, and 0.267D are consid-
ered to study the parametric effects of the novel fin with CTVG.

Due to the repetitiveness of tubes and CTVG pairs along transverse direction of the 
heat exchanger, the simulation region could be reduced as shown in fig. 3(a). The middle planes 
of the two adjoined fins are viewed as the bottom and top boundaries which make up the flu-
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id-flow channel, the two base fins with the semi-thickness of fin and several holes. Thus, the 
inlet velocity is not uniform, and the temperature of the base fins at the inlet is unknown. To 
represent the actual flow with entrance boundary conditions, the calculation region is length-
ened one time longitudinal tube distance upstream.

Mathematics formulation

The developed numerical model is based on the following assumptions:
 –  the physical property parameters are constant,
 –  the fluid is incompressible and the laminar flow and heat transfer are in steady-state, and
 –  in energy equation the viscous dissipation term is not considered.

Mass conservation equation:

( ) 0i
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∂
(1)

Momentum conservation equation:
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Energy conservation equation:
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The boundary conditions of the simula-
tion domain are indicated in fig. 3(a). At the 
inlet, the bulk velocity is set to be uin, the veloc-
ities in y- and z-direction are equal to zero, and 
the bulk temperature is set to be Tin, while at the 
outlet, the method proposed in [25] is adopted, 
for the details see [16, 19-21, 25]. On the two 
lateral sides of the simulation region, the sym-
metry boundary conditions are used for flow 
region, while for tube walls, the non-slipping 
condition for velocity and uniform temperature 
are used. On the top and bottom surfaces, there 
are three different boundaries, the symmetric 
conditions are used on the extended region sur-

faces; and the periodic conditions are used for core fin region, especially the non-slipping con-
ditions used for velocity on the surface of the solid fin. The detailed description can be found 
in [16, 19-21].

To facilitate the application of the results, it is convenient to use non-dimensional 
forms. The dimensionless variables are expressed:
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The non-dimensional mathematics formulation can refer to our previous study [19, 20].

Figure 3. Simulation region; (a) simulation 
region and its solving constraints and  
(b) heat transfer balance through interfaces
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Formulas for data reduction

Reynolds number and Darcy friction factor:
in 2

2
2 in
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The local, span-averaged and overall-averaged Nusselt number is, respectively defined:
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where the reference temperature Θref = (Θin + Θout)/2 is the same as introduced by Wang et al. [26].
To facilitate the description of secondary flow strength, the parameter, Se, is intro-

duced [27]:
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Accordingly the span-averaged Se, (Ses), and the overall averaged Se, (Sem), are in-
troduced:
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Calculation method of and its validation

Grid generation and numerical method

To ensure the accuracy of the positional and geometrical parameters of CTVG, the 
simulation region is divided into several zones to generate grid. The combination of the double 
boundary method [28] and the infinite interpolation method [29] is used to generate the prelim-
inary mesh, and then by solving the Poisson equation improve the local mesh distribution. The 
grid system in the Cartesian co-ordinate sys-
tem is given in fig. 4. The punched CTVG and 
the base fins are meshed with solid blocks by 
steps, as shown in fig. 4(c). Then the govern-
ing equations are discretized by adopting con-
trol volume method, and SGSD scheme pro-
posed in [30] is employed for the convection 
terms, while the central difference scheme is 
for the diffusion terms. In the flow region, the 
SIMPLE algorithm was adopted to deal with 
the coupling of velocity and pressure [31]. To 
overcome the decoupling between them, the 
momentum interpolation is applied [32]. The 
treatment of solid domain of the fin and VG 
and the mentioned numerical methods are the 
same as in our previous study [33].

Figure 4. Grid system; (a) 3-D grid,  
(b) 2-D grid, and (c) CTVG and the fins
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From fig. 3(b), if the calculation is fully converged, the total heat transfer rate trans-
ferred from the fins to the air and that transferred to the fins from the tubes should be identical 
on the basic of the thermal equilibrium relationship, thus the criteria of convergence for energy 
conservation equation can be defined: 

f
tubei I II

f
tubei

Q Q Q

Q
ε

− −
=
∑

∑
(9)

For all studied cases the relative error of ε < 3% is used. 

Validations of grid independency and numerical method

Three different grid systems of 254 × 50 × 35, 302 × 55 × 41, and 350 × 65 × 48 are 
designed for grid independency test under the conditions of Re = 2000, β = 95°, Dg = 1.35D,  
L = 4H1, H2 = 0.5H1, and Tp = 0.239D. The effects of grid number on Num and f are listed in 
tab. 1. The differences of Num and f are less than 3% for these three grid systems, in terms of 
accuracy and time cost the grid of 302 × 55 × 41 is used. In calculation, the grid size for var-
ious fin geometries was slightly adjusted. After the grid independency validation, the fin side 
thermo-hydraulic performance of finned staggered circular tube heat exchanger with punched 
CTVG was numerically and experimentally investigated to validate the reliability of the nu-
merical method. Considering the laminar model used in this study, the maximum Reynolds 
number is limited by 3000. As shown in fig. 5, the trends of Num and f with changing Reynolds 
number for numerical data and experimental ones of a real heat exchanger are the same in the 
overlapped range of Reynolds number. Based on 
the fitting data, we can obtain that when Reyn-
olds number ranges from 1100-3000, the relative 
deviations of Num and f ranges from 12.5-16.4% 
and 5.7-12.8% in comparison with experimental 
results, respectively. Considering the effects of 
multiple factors, the deviations are acceptable, 
and the present calculation results are reliable. 

Figure 5. Numerical results validation; (a) Num and (b) f 

Table 1. Grid independency test 
Grid numbers Num f
254 × 50 × 35 28.296 1.212
302 × 55 × 41 28.381 1.191
350 × 65 × 48 28.961 1.189

Maximum error 2.01% 1.76%
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Discussions and analysis to the results 

The reduction of the size of wake zone

A comparison of 3-D particle tracks in the passage with and without CTVG is given 
in fig. 6 when Re = 2000, β = 95°, Dg = 1.35D, H2 = 0.5H1, L= 4H1, and H* = 0.239. As seen in 
fig. 6(a), when air-flows across the tube, the flow separation near the rear of tube occurs and the 
trailing vortices is generated behind the tube for the plain fin geometry. While in the case with 
CTVG, as seen in fig. 6(b), one cannote that almost only flow separation appears from the tube 
wall and with less wake vortices when fluid-flows across the tube. When the fluid-flows across 
CTVG, nominally an accelerative flow channel 
beside downstream each tube would be formed 
by the tube and the side wall of VG, and this 
makes fluid-flow into the wake zone and then 
its size diminishes. Thus, on X-Y planes with 
the same location, the size of wake zone would 
be reduced and far smaller than the plain fin. 
The decrease in size of re-circulation zone is a 
favorable measure not only to reduce the me-
chanical energy dissipation, but also to promote 
the fin heat transfer ability behind each tube. 

The heat transfer augmentation on  
the region behind the tube

Figure 7 presents the distribution of  
Nulocal on the upper and lower fin surfaces with 
and without CTVG at Re = 2000, β = 95°,  
Dg = 1.35D, H2 = 0.5H1, L = 4H1, and H* = 0.239. 
Because of the flow destabilization caused by 
CTVG, the flow characteristic close to CTVG 
are significantly different from the case without 
CTVG, thus the distribution of Nulocal on the fin 
surface are quite different to each other, espe-
cially behind CTVG as shown in figs. 7(a) and 
7(b), Nulocal on Surface II is obviously higher 
than surface I. There is a large area behind the 
tube in which Nulocal is very low for the plain fin, but this area is decreased greatly in the case 
with CTVG. Immediately downstream CTVG, there is small area in which Nulocal is very large. 
Figure 7 clearly indicates that CTVG plays two roles to enhance heat transfer. The one is that 
CTVG lead to more fluid-flowing over the most part of the area behind the tube. The other one 
is that CTVG produce secondary flow, which can promote the mixing cold and hot fluids near-
wall, and then enhance heat transfer locally. 

The distributions of Nus in the main flow direction are expressed in fig. 8(a), Nus is 
very large at the front end of the fin, and then Nus decreases quickly. For the fin with CTVG, in 
the upstream of the first row tube, Nus gets a peak value on fin Surface II and then drops down 
along the main flow direction. Thanks to the action of the second row tube, Nus attains a peak 
value again when air-flows cross the second tube. Then Nus decreases rapidly and appears a 
minimum behind the circular tube. The aforementioned characteristics of Nus periodically arise 

Figure 6. The 3-D particle tracks in the channel; 
(a) the plain fin and (b) the fin with CTVG

Figure 7. The Nulocal contours on fin surfaces; 
(a) and (b) the upper and lower fin surfaces of 
CTVG, respectively, and (c) the plain fin
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downstream every tube. At the front end of the first pair of CTVG, CTVG have limited impact 
on the flow structure, therefore, Nus are almost the same as that of the plain fin. Behind the first 
pair of CTVG, Nus on the upper fin surface are lower than that on the lower fin surface, and 
Nus on fin with CTVG are greater than that of the plain fin except the zone behind the fourth 
tube. Figure 8(b) presents the distributions of Nulocal at X = 4.73, X = 4.92, and X = 5.25 those 
are sequentially located just after the first row circular tube. The fluid temperature in the wake 
zones of the plain fin is fairly high, thus the heat transfer ability is weak in these re-circulation 
zones. While in the case with CTVG, due to CTVG located close to the tube, the wake regions 
are obviously reduced, and the low temperature mainstream fluid is guided towards tubes caus-
ing a better heat transfer. Thus, Nulocal behind the tube is greater than that of the plain fin. This 
indicated that Nulocal is affected significantly by CTVG, and the fin heat transfer ability behind 
the tube is obviously strengthened in the case with CTVG, which should be attributed to the 
enhanced secondary flow strength in the case with CTVG as illustrated later.

The enhancement of the secondary flow strength

Figure 9(a) describes the distribution of Ses of the fin with or without CTVG. As 
seen in fig. 9(a), at the forefront of the tube, Ses is the largest value for either the plain fin or 
the enhanced fin. For the plain fin, Ses reduces smoothly downstream through to the coming of 
wake zone, and then Ses raises smoothly get to the next forefront of the second row tube. For 
the fin with CTVG, Ses reduces from the peak value located in the tube front stagnation point to 
the middle part of the tube, where Ses reaches the smallest value, and then Ses increases again 
because of CTVG on the fin surface. It is obviously that CTVG could increase the secondary 
flow strength efficiently. Figure 9(b) depicts the contrast of Sem between the plain fin and the 
enhanced fin as Reynolds number varies from 1100-3000. As seen in fig. 9(b), the secondary 
flow strength quantified by Sem increases when Reynolds number raises, and the secondary flow 
strength with CTVG is prevail over the plain fin under the given Reynolds number, and the gap 
of Sem between them augments when Reynolds number increases. 

For all studied cases, the correlations of Num and f with Sem are obtained: 
0.4071

m mNu 0.8865Se= (10)

Figure 8. Changing trends of Nusselt number; (a) Nus in X-direction and 
(b) Nulocal on the lines of X= 4.73, X= 4.92, and X = 5.25
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0.2302
m8.7522f Se−= (11)

The maximum deviation between the original data and the correlation ones is under 
10% and 15%, respectively, which means that Num is closely associated with Sem. It implies that 
the secondary flow strength is of important function improve thermo-hydraulic performance for 
the fin punched with CTVG. 

Figure 9. Comparison of the secondary flow strength between the referential plain fin and the 
enhanced fin with CTVG; (a) Ses along X-direction and (b) Sem as a function of Reynolds number

Comparative analysis of the thermal performance of CTVG and plain fin

The comparison of Num and f between the plain fin and the fin with CTVG are pre-
sented in fig. 10 under identical Reynolds number anged from 1100-3000. The JF is the thermal 
performance factor under the same pumping power constraint, respectively:

m

m,ref
1.3

ref

Nu
Nu

JF
f

f

=
 
 
 

(12)

The counterpart plain fin is chosen as a reference fin. As shown in fig. 10(b), JF is 
higher than 1.0 when Reynolds number ranges from 1100-3000, which indicates that CTVG 
could effectively improve the fin side thermal performance under the same pumping power con-
straint. As seen in fig. 10(b), JF increases with increasing Reynolds number, and which ranges 
from 1.15-1.26 for studied cases. It means that the fin with CTVG has more excellent thermal 
performance over the counterpart plain fin under the same pumping power constraint. 

Parametric effects

The circumferential location of CTVG

Figure 11 depicts the influence of β on Num, f, and JF. As seen in figs. 11(a) and 11(b), 
Num descends and f increases as β increases at a given Reynolds number. As seen in figs. 11(c), 
JF decreases when β increases, and JF increases with increasing Reynolds number at a given 
β. The thermal performance of CTVG becomes better when β is smaller. It implies that β is a 
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significant parameter in fin design of CTVG. The studied cases of β = 90º could reach better 
thermal performance. 

Figure 10. Comparison of thermal performance between the plain fin  
and the fin with CTVG; (a) Num and f and (b) JF

Figure 11. Influence of the circumferential location of CTVG; (a) Num, (b) f, and (c) JF

The radial location of CTVG

Three different Dg/D = 1.35, 1.55, and 1.75 are used to ascertain the influence of the 
radial location of CTVG. As seen in figs. 12(a) and 2(b), both Num and f increase when Dg/D 
increases at a given Reynolds number. It is found from fig. 12(c) that JF increases with increase 
of Dg/D. This implies that an excellent thermal performance of the enhanced fin with CTVG 
can be obtained when Dg/D is larger. These characteristics might be ascribed to that Dg/D deter-
mines the degree of CTVG to enforce the fluid-flowing into the wake region. If Dg/D is small, 
too much fluid is enforced into the wake region, although heat transfer is enhanced, the pressure 
loss is large. If Dg/D is large, too little fluid is enforced into the wake region, and the pressure 
loss is small, but the heat transfer augmentation is also weak. Thus, Dg/D is of important func-
tion enhance heat transfer of the fin punched with CTVG. The Dg/D is larger in the scope of this 
study, the thermal performance is better.

The base length of CTVG

As seen in figs. 13(a) and 13(b), Num descends and f increases as the base length in-
creases for a given Reynolds number. As seen in fig. 13(c), JF decreases with increasing the 
base length. As indicated by JF, the thermal factor of the enhanced fin with CTVG excelled 
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when the base length is smaller. The main reason is that large base length would cut more paths 
of the fin thermal conduction, and thus weaken the fin heat transfer ability; on the other hand 
the larger base length would lead to higher pressure drop. 

Figure 12. Influence of the radial location of CTVG; (a) Num, (b) f, and (c) JF

Figure 13. Influence of the base length of CTVG; (a) Num; (b) f, and (c) JF

The edge height of CTVG

Figure 14 shows the influences of H2/H1 on Num, f, and JF. As seen in figs. 14(a) 
and 14(b), Num descends and f increases with the increasing H2/H1 at a certain Reynolds num-
ber. In fig. 14(c), JF decreases with increasing H2/H1. It shows that CTVG with lower H2/H1 

could efficiently improve thermal performance. These characteristics may be resulted from that  
H2/H1 determines the amount of air directed into the wake zone by CTVG. If H2/H1 is small, 
less fluid is flowed into the wake region, heat transfer is enhanced, and the friction loss is rel-
atively smaller. If H2/H1 is large, more fluid is flowed into the wake region, which results in 

Figure 14. Influence of the edge height of CTVG; (a) Num, (b) f, and (c) JF
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enhancing heat transfer but with larger friction loss, and the friction loss penalty takes over the 
heat transfer augmentation. Thus, the edges height of CTVG is also a vital parameter to affect 
the fin heat transfer ability. 

The fin spacing

Figure 15 shows the influence of the fin spacing H* on Num, f, and JF. As shown in 
figs. 15(a) and 15(b), for the cases with CTVG, both Num and f decrease when H* is increased at 
a given Reynolds number. To judge the thermal performance at different fin spacing, JF defined 
by Hu et al. [34] is used:

1/3 1/31/31/3
p ref p refmax,ref ref e

ref max p e ref p

[1 / ( )] ( )
[1 / ( )] ( )

T Tu f d FhJF
h u f T d F T

δ δ δ
δ δ δ

   − + +    =      − + +         
(13)

The plain fin with identical fin spacing is chosen as a reference fin. As seen in fig. 
15(c), JF is greater than 1.0, and this implied that the thermal performance is better by using 
CTVG. At the same fin spacing except H* = 0.267, JF increases as Reynolds number increases. 
At the same Reynolds number, JF mostly heightens firstly and then decreases with increasing 
H* changed from 0.211-0.267. Thus, there is optimal H*. The effect of H* on Num, and f is en-
forced by the relative edge height of CTVG, which would affect the mass of fluid enforced into 
the wake zone and the secondary flow produced by CTVG.

Figure 15. Influence of the fin spacing; (a) Num, (b) f, and (c) JF

The correlations between Reynolds number, Num, and f 

The influences of Reynolds number, β, Dg, L, H2, and Tp on thermal performance of 
the enhanced fin with CTVG are discussed together. To consider the overall effect of relevant 
parameters, the multiple non-linear regression analysis is used to get the formulas of Num and f 
with Reynolds number, β, Dg, L, H2 and Tp, respectively:
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m
1 1
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D H H D
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D H H D

β
−
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(15)

where 1100 ≤ Re ≤ 3000, 90° ≤ β ≤ 100°, 1.35 ≤ Dg/D ≤ 1.75, 3.5 ≤ L/H1 ≤ 4.5, 0.2 ≤ H2/H1 ≤ 0.8, 
0.211 ≤ Tp/D ≤ 0.267. 
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The fitness of eqs. (14) and (15) with numerical results is shown in fig. 16, and the 
maximum deviations of the fitting formula and the numerical results are almost less than 8% 
for Num and f, respectively. Moreover, one cannote from eq. (14) that Reynolds number, and 
the radial location of CTVG have positive effect on Num, while the other parameters have neg-
ative effect. Equation (15) shows that the main geometrical parameter that influences f is the 
fin spacing Tp. 

Figure 16. Comparisons of the numerical results with the correlations; (a) Num and (b) f

Compared to the results in the related literature

In the investigations concerning with the heat transfer augmentation by curve rect-
angular VG (CRVG) and curve delta-winglet VG (CDWVG) used in finned circular tube ex-
changer, Gong et al. [21] and Lin et al. [19] found that both Num and f are higher than that of 
the counterpart plain fin. Because the structure of exchanger studied in present paper is identical 
to their studied models except the shape of VG, thus the effects of the three different curve VG 
(CTVG, CRVG, and CDWVG) on the heat transfer ability are compared together. Figure 16 
presents the comparisons of Num, f, and JF for three different curve VG.

Figure 17(a) shows that for a given Reynolds number, Num for the fin with VG are all 
prevail over that for the plain fin, and Num are almost identical for three different curve VG. As 
seen in fig. 17(b), f in the presence of curve VG are all higher than that in the plain fin cases. 
The f in the case with CRVG is the largest and the difference of f in the two other cases with 
CTVG and CDWVG is small. To assess the optimal curve VG, the comparison of JF for the 

Figure 17. Comparisons with the results reported in the related literature; (a) Num, (b) f, and (c) JF
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three cases are presented in fig. 17(c). The JF for all the cases are greater than 1.0, which means 
that all of the three different curve VG effectively promote thermal performance in comparing 
with the counterpart fin geometry under the same pumping power constraint. When high Reyn-
olds number is given, JF in the case with CRVG are the lowest, JF in the case with CDWVG 
are largest and the difference between CTVG case and CDWVG case is small. These show that 
the fin punching CTVG or CDWVG could obtain better comprehensive thermal performance 
in comparison with the fin punching CRVG.

Conclusions

A novel fin punched with CTVG behind the circular tube is proposed to improve the 
fin side thermal performance of exchanger. It is expected that CTVG can lessen the size of the 
re-circulation zone and produce the longitudinal vortices. To validate this expectation, the fin 
side flow and thermal characteristics is explored numerically. The investigation includes the 
influences of the geometric parameters of CTVG on the fi side thermal performance of the 
exchanger incorporated with circular tube bank fins. The main research findings are drawn as 
follows.

 y The CTVG can efficiently lessen the size of wake zone through aiding fluid-flows into the 
wake zone. This could decrease the mechanical energy dissipation in the tube re-circulation 
zone, and strengthen the fin heat transfer ability in the wake zone.

 y The CTVG can efficiently generate the longitudinal vortices. This would efficiently promote 
the heat transfer augmentation of the fin downstream CTVG. 

 y Close relationship exists between the dimensionless parameter describing the volume-av-
eraged secondary flow strength and the mean Nusselt number. This indicates that the sec-
ondary flow strength strongly affects the fin side convective heat transfer for studied cases.

 y The fin spacing and the geometrical parameters of CTVG, such as the radial location, the 
circumferential location, the base length and the edge height, affect the thermal performance 
of the fin punched with CTVG greatly. For the studied cases in this paper, the optimal cir-
cumferential location angle of β = 90º is found, while the optimal radial location Dg is about 
1.8 times the tube outside diameter. The smaller is the base length or height of CTVG; the 
better is the thermal performance of the fin with CTVG. When the fin spacing is about 0.24 
times the tube outside diameter, the better thermal performance could be obtained. 

 y The regression formulas of Num and f with Reynolds number, β, Dg, L, H2, and Tp are ob-
tained.
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Nomenclature 
A – area of heat transfer surface, [m2]
cp – specific heat capacity, [kJkg–1K–1]
D – outside diameter including fin collar, [m]
Dg – curve winglet base arc diameter, [m]
f – Darcy friction factor, [–]

H1 – long edge height of CTVG, [m]
H2 – short edge height of CTVG, [m]
H* – dimensionless fin spacing, (= Tp/D), [–]
h – heat transfer coefficient, [Wm–2K–1]
l – base length of CTVG, [m]
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